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          Product:

PDFTron.NET x64

Product Version:

9.3.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

I need to detect if all the text in the text annotation will be displayed or if it will be clipped

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I have TextWidget or FreeText annotation with fixed dimensions. The text in the annotation can change and I need to inform the user that part of the text is not visible in the annotation field because it’s too long.

Is it possible to precisely calculate it, taking the word wrap funcationality of the free text annotation into the account?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Set OCR workflows - External OCR results
	Convert between different coordinates on Cross-Platform (Core)  - Screen coordinates
	Flatten PDF form content on Cross-Platform (Core)  - About form flattening
	Add a free text annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	AnnotsCompat.FreeText - public static void SetFontSize (long impl, double font_size)
	TextWidget - public void setText (String text)
	FreeText - public int getLineColorCompNum ()

Forums:	Add and remove custom font for FreeText tool
	Application Crash When Saving Document After Adding FreeText Annotation
	How do I redact characters
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The text in the annotation can change and I need to inform the user…



Is this an interactive, or non-interactive use case?

If interactive, what is the viewer/platform/sdk being used for the user interaction?
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          It’s  non-interactive. We generate the annotation on the server in an async process.
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          Please try our Stamper class, and use the SetAsAnnotation to true.

http://www.pdftron.com/pdfnet/samplecode/StamperTest.cs

Though, this creates a RubberStamp annotation. If you like, you can edit it to be a FreeText by post-processing this way. First, to get the Stamp annot after stamping see this post.
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    How do I get the stamp annotation after using Stamper::SetAsAnnotation(true)? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Q. 
When I stamp an annotation, using the Stamper class, how can I get the actual annotation? 
For example? 
s = Stamper(Stamper.e_relative_scale, 0.25, 0.25)
img = Image.Create(doc.GetSDFDoc(), input_path + "peppers.jpg")
s.SetAlignment(Stamper.e_horizontal_center, Stamper.e_vertical_center)
pt = ColorPt(0, 0, 0, 0)
s.SetAsAnnotation(True)
ps = PageSet(1)
s.StampImage(doc, img, ps)

# get annotation?


A. 
Annotations are always added to the end of the list of existing annotations for a page. S…
  



That will create the annotation with the size you want, and the appearance you want, however it is the wrong type of annotation. A RubberStamp one instead of a FreeText. So you can just take the size and appearance of the RubberStamp and use it to finish off a new FreeText annotation. This code shows how to swap them around.

// Create FreeText annotation as normal, applying the same colors, font and font size as the Stamper.
FreeText ft = FreeText.Create(doc, stamp_annot.GetBBox());
ft.SetContents(text_used_with_Stamper_StampText);
// ft.SetFont(...)
// ... etc.
ft.Put("AP", stamp_annot.FindObj("AP"));
stamp_annot.Erase("AP");
page.AnnotRemove(stamp_annot);
page.AnnotPushBaclk(ft);
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